
Specialists in manufacturing and engineering 
services, connecting engineered products with 
manufacturing solutions.

Proven Connections



Proven Connections
Torema Engineering works with clients to 
manufacture, evolve and deliver products across 
many industries such as the energy, mining, 
consumer, construction, government, and marine 
sectors. We are an international organisation with 
proven global connections and production facilities 
in China and Australia.

We assist you with all aspects of your product 
development then become your manufacturing 
partner to deliver these products quickly and 
to a high quality. We apply our technical and 
manufacturing expertise to design your products 
for any international market, mass produce it, and 
effi ciently distribute it to worldwide destinations. 
We have connections to testing houses,  approval 
authorities and a thorough understanding of the 
requirements needed to allow products to be safely 
marketed and sold in different countries. Our 
competitive pricing system moves you seamlessly 
from initial product design and implementation 
phases to stable production, then through to 

redevelopment or redesign phases depending on your 
requirements or objectives.

We take the time to understand your product, your 
business, and your market. We believe your most valuable 
assets are your markets, reputation, and ability to 
develop new products and intellectual property. We are 
uniquely positioned to deliver to you the best solutions 
and engineering possibilities, in-turn allowing you to 
concentrate scarce organisational resources away from 
assembly effort and equipment and into marketing, sales 
growth, and building your business. We give you the 
confi dence to outsource production of your most important 
products knowing that we have the capacity, capability, 
understanding and focus to meet your market demands, 
and in doing so allowing you to avoid capital investments 
in plant and equipment or even setting up distribution 
locations for your products.

We have the proven connections to allow you to expand 
products, markets, and possibilities.



Innovating with insight
Efficient product development requires a 
deep understanding of product requirements, 
application, your market position and competitive 
advantages.  Regardless of whether the task 
is to improve an existing product or develop 
a new product, our aim is to understand your 
product requirements as well as you do. Initially 

this involves not only time to understand your 
product expectations but to really get to know 
your business and market challenges as well. We 
achieve great results by interacting with clients 
as a development partner rather than a supplier 
enabling better outcomes and valuable long term 
relationships.

At Torema Engineering we are committed to making 
it right. We understand that manufacturing your 
products comes with great responsibility to your 
business, your brand, and your market reputation. 
We understand the frustration and ineffi ciency that 
comes with inconsistent product quality and we 
are committed to making it right. Our commitment 

to “make it right” extends to use of an ISO9001 
certifi ed quality system at our Chinese production 
facility, our proven relationships with supply 
partners to ensure consistent component quality, 
and our commitment to the long term success and 
growth of your business. 

Making it right

Responding with a production focus

Torema Engineering was founded as a manufacturer 
and to this day it remains the foundation of 
the business. We believe great ideas and good 
products are nothing unless they are conceived 
and tied to practical manufacturing techniques and 
strong quality systems. We offer clients product 

and manufacturing solutions built on decades of 
production experience from our Australian and 
Chinese facilities. We bring to the table a rich history 
of proven design and production solutions which we 
apply to create new product and market opportunities 
for our clients.

Connect solutions to products

At Torema Engineering we connect solutions to 
products by developing innovative engineering 
solutions to realise clients’ potential. Our team of 
mechanical, electrical, and electronics engineers, 
production and operations staff have decades of 
experience generating innovative product and 
manufacturing solutions with a real passion for 

making great products. We have active relationships 
with test laboratories, approval authorities, 
suppliers, prototyping services, tooling shops, and 
logistics companies to help you accelerate your 
product development and confi dently launch it into 
international markets.



KARS (Foshan) Ltd
China Production Facility
B1 Building 
No 2 of Shizhou Section
Baichen Road
GangBei Industrial Area
Chencun Town
Shunde District
Foshan Guangdong
China

www.karschina.com

Torema Engineering
Head Offi ce
12-14 Helium Street 
Narangba QLD 4504

Tel  +61 7 3888 1070
Fax +61 7 3888 1432

www.torema.com.au


